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1. Introduction

realistic to introduce the e ect of time in the numerical
analysis of tunnel.
Various constitutive models with di erent degrees of sophistication and di erent ranges of application have been proposed to describe the viscous
behavior of ground material. Di erent theories employed for modeling viscous e ects are viscoelasticity, elasto-viscoplasticity, viscoelasticity-viscoplasticity
and elastoplasticity-viscoplasticity. The majority of
these models are based on the elasto-viscoplasticity
concept. Most of the elasto-viscoplastic models use either Perzyna's overstress theory [19] or non-stationary
ow surface theory. The key assumption in connection
with the models of overstress types is that viscous
e ects are negligible in the elastic domain. This means
that all of the inelastic strains happen during the
time and for a very rapid loading, very small inelastic
strains occurs, and when stress state is within the static
yield surface (the case of cyclic loading) no plastic
strain occurs. The other remark concerning the elastoviscoplastic based on overstress theory is that the
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evaluation is presented in this paper. For achieving this purpose, the model parameters
were identi ed through FLAC code at rst for a section of Tehran Towheed tunnel by a back
analysis process (as a case study). Next, with de nition of two safety parameters related
to short term (time-independent) and long term (time-dependent) behaviors, the safety of
tunnel was assessed. For the short term behavior, which is related to excavation phase of
tunnel, the elastoplastic part plays the essential role, so the safety parameter was de ned
based on hardening variable of constitutive model. But for the long term behavior, timedependent deformation will be generated during time, thus evaluation of safety was done by
comparison of current shear strain and a de ned limit shear strain based on experimental
data. The results of back analysis showed a good capacity of model in reproduction of
tunnel behavior. Application of de ned safety parameters on Towheed tunnel indicates
that stability of tunnel is guaranteed during construction stages and long term situation.
© 2014 Sharif University of Technology. All rights reserved.

There are numerous studies in the literature in which
elastoplasticity theory has been applied to describe
the ground behavior due to tunnelling [1-14]. The
precision of prediction depends essentially on quality
of constitutive model implemented in the numerical
code. On the other hand, the type (isotropic, kinematic or mixed) and mathematical form of hardening
mechanism, ow rule (associated or non-associated)
and elastic mechanism play important roles in the
quality (accuracy) of numerical analyses results of
tunnel problem. However, according to experimental
observations in the majority of geomaterials, a large
part of the engendered deformations due to tunnelling
occurs during the time [15-18]. Therefore, it is more
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failure of material cannot be modeled. In plasticity, it
is the condition of consistency that allows the failure of
materials to be modeled. This condition is not satis ed
in the classical viscoplasticity theory, where the stress
state can lie out of static yield surface. In the elastoviscoplastic model based on non-stationary ow surface
theory, the parameter of time is directly introduced in
the formulation. This can violate the general validity of
constitutive model. The Adachi & Oka model, Dafalias
model, and Katona model are certain examples for
overstress models, whereas Sekiguchi model, Dragon
and Mroz model, Nova model and the Matsui and
Abe model are the examples for elasto-viscoplastic
model based on non-stationary ow surface theory [2026]. Oka proposed a cyclic elasto-viscoplastic model
for clay using nonlinear kinematic hardening law [27].
Kim developed a viscoelastic-viscoplastic model based
on kinematic hardening for modeling the rate e ect
in cyclic loading of clay [28]. Kaliakin & Dafalias
have proposed an elastoplastic-viscoplastic bounding
surface model for clay [29]. This model considers
the coupled elastoplasticity-viscoplasticity, so inelastic
strain can occur for stress states within the bounding
surface.
In this approach, application of a simple
elastoplastic-viscoplastic model that is implemented in
FLAC code for safety evaluation of shallow tunnel is
veri ed. The model has been developed from a basic
elastoplastic model (CJS) by considering an additional
viscous mechanism. This model is able to explain
the time-dependent behavior of soils such as creep
(primary and secondary), stress relaxation and strain
rate e ects. In addition, the existing problems in
the classical elasto-viscoplastic models, related to the
plasticity failure and the rapid loading, are solved in
the used constitutive model.
For tunnel, like any other structures during the
construction and life time phases, safe and e ective
operations should be ensured [30]. Safety factor of
tunnel is an important parameter to control its stability
in each stage of construction or in any time after
completion of tunnel. Two typical criteria exist in
technical literature; one is based on critical stress and
the other is based upon critical deformation [31-33]. In
the present work, for construction phase, the hardening
parameter in elastoplastic part of constitutive model
is compared with its maximum value in failure state
that de nes a stress safety factor. For the life time
phase of tunnel, where time-dependent deformation
is generated, a limit deformation corresponding to
the material failure state is de ned. These two
de nitions allowed us to evaluate safety of tunnel in
di erent phases of construction and after construction.
The suggested methodology for safety evaluation
of tunnel was employed on Towheed tunnel of Tehran as
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a case study. In the rst step, regarding some existing
eld data, the calculation code was calibrated using
back analysis process. Afterwards, instantaneous and
long-term safeties of tunnel were studied.

2. Brief representation of constitutive model
The chosen constitutive model in this study is decomposed into two elastoplastic (basic model) and
viscoplastic parts according to the work of Maleki [34].
The basic model is a simpli ed version of the CJS. The
CJS model is an elastoplastic constitutive model that
has been developed in the Ecole Centrale de Lyon [3537]. Viscoplastic part has been based on general
overstress theory of Perzyna. The response of model
is therefore decomposed as:
"_ij = "_eij + "_pij + "_vp
ij :

(1)

Two rst parts are concerned with the basic elastoplastic model and the last part is related to the viscoplastic
mechanism.

2.1. Elastoplastic part (basic model)

The basic model, besides the elastic part, comprises
two plastic mechanisms. One is isotropic and the
other is deviatoric. The yield surface of the isotropic
mechanism is a plane perpendicular to the hydrostatic
axis in the stress space. Evolution of this surface is
governed by an isotropic hardening law. For the deviatoric mechanism, the ow rule is non-associated and
the yield surface is piloted by an isotropic hardening
law. The essential equations of the model are brie y
presented below. Presentation of model in detail is
given elsewhere [36,37].

2.1.1. Elastic part
The elastic law has been given in the form:
S_ ij I_1
+
 ;
(2)
2G 9K ij
in which "_eij is the increment of the elastic strain tensor,
S_ ij the increment of the deviatoric stress tensor (S_ ij =
_ ij _ 3kk ij ), ij the Kronecker symbol, and I_1 = _ kk
while G and K are the elastic shear and bulk modulus,
respectively. These two parameters are related to the
rst invariant of stress tensor as:
"_eij =

K

= K0e

G = Ge0





I1
3Pa

I1
3Pa

n

n

;

(3)

;

(4)

where G0 , K0e and n are the model parameters and Pa
is the reference pressure equal to 100 kPa.
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with SII = Sij Sij , Sij = ij 3kk ij , I1 = kk and
h() = (1
cos 3)1=6 .
In the above equation,  is the angle of Lode in Si
axes, R is the hardening parameter that characterizes
the limit of elastic domain, is a constant parameter
that de nes the asymmetric form of the yield surface,
and I1c is a constant parameter for considering material
cohesion. Figure 1 presents a diagram of the yield
surface in the deviatoric plane.
Evolution of R is governed by an isotropic hardening law as:
R=

ARm r
;
Rm + Ar

(9)

where A and Rm are two constant parameters and r is
hardening variable which is obtained by normality law:
@f
= (I1 + I1c ):
(10)
@R
According to Eq. (9), Rm is maximum value of R
that characterizes failure state of material. With this
parameter, the failure surface of model can be de ned
as f dr (ij ; R) = sII h() Rm (I1 + I1c ) = 0.
To consider the e ect of con ning stress on soil
behavior,  has been introduced with the form:
r_ = 

Figure 1. Presentation of the yield, failure, critical state,
and characteristic surfaces in (a) SII
deviatoric stress space [34].

I1 ; and (b)

2.1.2. Isotropic plastic mechanism
The ow rule of isotropic part has been given by:
i
i @f
"_pi
(5)
ij =  @ ;
ij
in which f i denotes the yield surface of the isotropic
plastic mechanism. This surface is a perpendicular
plane to the hydrostatic axis in the stress space as
(Figure 1):
I
I
f i (I1 ; Q) = 1 (Q + 1c )  0:
(6)
3
3
The hardening law is given by:
 n
_Q = Kp q_ = K0p Q q;_
(7)
Pa



I1
=
3Pa

2.1.3. Deviatoric plastic mechanism
The yield surface of the deviatoric mechanism is expressed by the equation:
f d (ij ; R) = SII h() R(I1 + I1c )  0;

(8)

(11)

:

The ow rule for the deviatoric plastic mechanism is
non-associated as:
d
"_dp
ij =  Gij ;

(12)

where Gij is the derivative of plastic potential function:
Gij =

@f d
@ij





@f d
n n :
@kl kl ij

(13)

Here, nij is the tangent tensor to the plastic potential that is obtained from kinematic condition of
"_dp
0, and the contractancy-dilatancy ("_dp
v =
ijnij = 
dp j
j
S
e
_
ij ij
SII 1
c
SII
SII ) criteria of the model:
0 Sij ij
S
02 + 3 ;

nij =

p II

with

0=

i

p
i
pi
where q_ = i @f
@Q =  = "_v , K0 is a parameter of
the model, and i is the plastic multiplier associated
to the isotropic plastic mechanism.

 1: 5



SII
c
SII

(14)


1 sign(Sij e_ dp
ij ):

(15)

In the above equation, is a parameter of the model
C represents the characteristic stress state that
and SII
separates the contractancy and dilatancy states in the
stress space. We can then de ne characteristic surface
in the stress space, with an identical form to the failure
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surface (Figure 1):
f c = SII h() Rc (I1 + I1c ) = 0:

(16)

Rc is a parameter of the model that represents the
average radius of this surface.

2.1.4. Viscoplastic part
Viscous formulation, similar to the elastoplastic part
(basic model), has been decomposed into two parts:
deviatoric and isotropic:
vp i
"_vp
(17)
ij =  h1 (F1 )iGij + 3 h2 (F2 )iij ;
in which  is viscosity parameter of model, and 1 (F1 )
is the function of overstress related to deviatoric loading:
1 (F1 ) = exp(N (R Rv )) 1:

(18)

N is one of the model parameters that design intensity
of viscous deformation, and R is the mean radius of
yield surface that is calculated using Eq. (8) as:
R=

SII h()
:
I 1 + I 1c

(19)

Here, we de ne Rv as the hardening parameter in
devatoric viscoplastic mechanism that depends on distance between current stress state and viscous state,
history and properties of material, with the following
expression:
R_ v = h1 (F1 ):

(20)

The history and properties of material is considered by
h, de ned as:
h = Av I1 ;

(21)

in which Av is a constant parameter depending on
soil type.  has been also de ned for modeling the
secondary creep phase as:
=1 !

Rv
:
Rm

(22)

For ! = 1, at the end of primary phase of creep, R_ v and
R Rv are equal to zero, therefore viscous deformation
evolution is stopped. In the case of ! > 1, at the
certain time,  takes on a zero value. This means
that the evolution of Rv is stopped, however, R Rv
will take on a non-zero value resulting in a viscous
deformation with constant velocity. Gvp
ij is derivative of
viscoplastic potential function. Its expression is similar
to derivative of plastic potential function in the basic
model, except that in Eq. (15) has been replaced by
v that controls the volumetric deformation intensity
in viscoplastic mechanism.
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The viscous evolution due to change in mean
stress is taken into account, using the following equation for 2 (F2 ):
2 (F2 ) =



I1
3Pc

2

1

;

(23)

in which Pc = Pco exp(c"vp
kk ), Pco is the initial consolidation pressure, and is one of the model parameters.

2.2. Parameters identi cation

For the elastoplastic part, all of the parameters can
be determined easily by using classical laboratory tests
results. Procedure for calibrating the model parameters has been detailed in [34,36]. For the parameters
of viscoplastic mechanism, it is necessary to perform
some of creep or relaxation tests. The elastoplasticviscoplastic model presented above has been implemented in FLAC code [37,38]. Figure 2 shows the
simulation results of typical creep triaxial tests in which
the role of viscoplastic mechanism parameters and their
sensibilities on model response have been presented.

3. Brief representation of Towheed tunnel
Towheed tunnel project is a 3003 m urban underground
structure situated in Tehran city. It comprises an
adjacent twin tunnel structure, shared by a middle
interface wall, and a set of piles. The height and
width of each of tunnels for the passage of the vehicles
are 5 and 11 m, respectively. In this study a section
of Towheed tunnel at kilometer (1+917) is selected
as a case study. Geometry and boundary of section
have been shown in Figure 3. Due to shortage in
experimental results, ground media is assumed to be
homogenous. Soil is modeled in dry situation because
water table does not exist in soil layers up to 80 meter
depth from ground surface. According to geotechnical studies report, some of mechanical parameters of
ground material are presented in Table 1.

4. Model calibration using back analysis
procedure
Using mechanical parameters of soil presented in Table 1, we obtained a primary estimation for di erent
parameters of basic model. Then, model parameters
were adjusted by application of back analysis process,
presented in the following sections and regarding the
eld data for the selected part of tunnel.

4.1. Boundary conditions

According to Figure 4, a free displacement boundary
condition was adopted at the ground surface. Neither
horizontal nor vertical displacement takes place at the
lower boundary because of hard bed layer existence
with high density and SPT number (SPT higher than
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Figure 2. Creep triaxial tests simulation indicating the role of viscoplastic parameters on model response [34].
Table 1. Soil mechanical parameters.
Internal
SPT
Cohesion
friction (soil density)
number
(kPa)
kN )
angle
(m
3
> 60

Figure 3. Towheed tunnel position (all sizes in meter). a,
b and c are positions of in situ ground surface settlement
measurements.

c0 = 42

'0 = 33

18 19

60 [39]). The lateral displacements at left and right
hand boundary are both xed as zero, but vertical displacement is free to be done. To choose the boundary
dimension, there was a series of tunnel simulation was
carried out by various vertical boundaries from center
line. Based on obtained results, the value of 100 meters
gives a good answer; so it was used for this study.
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Table 2. Tunnel segments parameters.
Steel middle Injection
column
(grouting)

Yong modulus E (kN/m2 )
Thickness or height of section (m)
 (kgf/m3 )

2  1010
0.3
7800

6  107
0.4-0.5
1800

Lining

Shotcrete

6:8  107
0.7
2300-2400

3  107
0.3
1800-2000
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Table 3. Stress release parameter in various tunneling
procedures.

Excavation procedures

d
Excavation without support 0.2-0.4
Excavation with shotcrete 0.5-0.6
Excavation with lining
1.0

Figure 4. FDM mesh in numerical simulation.

Figure 5. Excavation pattern of Towheed twin tunnels.
Therefore, the problem boundary is 200 m in width
and 80 m in height.

4.2. Numerical analysis process

Finite di erence analyses were carried out using the
FLAC 2D [40]. Figure 5 shows the excavation pattern.
As can be seen from this gure, the tunnel excavation
begins from crown middle of tunnels (stages A and
B); then, two left and right galleries are excavated
(stage C). In this step, lining of C is done. These
gallery are excavated for all the tunnel length which
during the excavation of these three galleries piles are
excavated and installed (stages D and E). After that,
tunnel's crown (stage F) is excavated, and the steel
beams are installed as a pilot longitudinal support
for controlling tunnel's crown movements. Finally, in
the excavation of stage G, the support steel column
is placed on tunnel invert, and wall and crown lining
of tunnels are performed. Then, stages H to J are
excavated consecutively. Finally, lining of tunnels
invert is performed. Tunnel lining parameters are listed
in Table 2.

4.3. Sequential excavation simulation

Di erent steps in selected excavation pattern have been
performed at di erent times during the advancement

of the tunnel face. In the numerical analysis process,
for excavation of each region of tunnel face, the
convergence-con nement method was applied [41]. In
this method, the e ects of 3D behavior on tunnel
simulation in 2D analysis can be relatively taken into
account. On the other hand, stress relaxation of tunnel
face in numerical analysis can be simulated based on
the relation between the closures of the unsupported
tunnel and the distance from the face. Tunnel closure
can also be related to traction forces acting on the
tunnel periphery via a ground reaction curve. Thus,
the tunnel relaxation as a function of the distance to
the face can be speci ed in terms of tractions de ned
by a ground reaction curve and an expression relating
closure to distance from the face. In this method,
rstly, numerical analysis is done by obtaining nodal
stresses on excavated surfaces. After that, soil elements
are omitted, and the obtained stress will be applied to
excavated faces in the inverse direction. It should be
noted that, the excavation method of Towheed tunnel is
principally based on NATM. Tunnel excavation pattern
and divers stages (zones) of excavation have been
presented in Figure 5. In each stage, rstly excavation
is done using drum cutter, and afterward shotcrete is
performed as an initial supporting system. Finally,
lining is realized as cast in place method. Distance
between tunnel face and shotcrete region is about 11.5 m and stress release scalar parameter is 0.2-0.4 in
this step. For the region with shotcrete, stress release
parameter has been considered between 0.5-0.6. Lining
has been performed in the distance about 20-50 m
away from excavation face. For this step, stress release
parameter takes the maximum of its value, i.e. 1.0. The
stress release parameter in various stages of excavation,
installation of shotcrete and lining are listed in Table 3.
Ground surface settlements of tunnel in three
di erent points (east, middle and west sides of tunnel)
based on in situ measurements are shown in Figure 6.
Because of the same surface settlements in east and
west parts of tunnels, one of them is presented here.
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Figure 7. Di erent parts of one stage in back analysis
used in this study.

Figure 6. In situ time dependent settlement of ground

surface: (a) Middle tunnels; and (b) east (= west) part of
tunnel.

Table 4. Viscoplastic parameters of constitutive model.
Av = 0:006 mPa 1
! = 1 :4

n = 0:25

 = 0:00011 min 1
v = 1 :9

4.4. Viscoplastic mechanism parameters

For viscoplastic part parameters, based on the simulation of creep test in triaxial condition and processing
parameter sensitivity analysis and divers properties
of ground, initial estimation has been assessed. The
optimized parameters of viscoplastic mechanism are
determined using the eld results between E and F
phases. In this stage, no excavation is done. On the
other hand, total displacements are only because of
time dependent deformation not due to tunnel excavation (construction phase). Iterative procedures are
used to investigate these parameters. After each step
of back analysis processes, the modi ed parameters
are carried out by using these curves. Algorithm
of iterative processes is shown in Figure 7. These
processes are continued until di erences of two subsequent displacements are about zero. The tted
curves of numerical and experimental data are shown
in Figure 8, and the obtained parameters are listed in
Table 4.

Figure 8. Calibarion curves of viscoplastic model

parameters: (a) Middle tunnels; and (b) east (west) part
of tunnel.
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is based on deformation. Safety factor in stress criteria
is obtained by comparing current stress state with yield
or failure stress state. Yield criteria are most utilized in
these cases. In the elastic-perfectly plastic constitutive
models, yield surfaces are coincided to failure surface,
so failure criterion is used for comparison. The
Coulomb criterion,  =  tan ' + c, is more interesting
for this case. On one hand, in elastoplastic constitutive
models with hardening mechanism, yield criteria are
di erent from those of failure surfaces. On the other
hand, based on hardening mechanism, yield surface will
be matched to failure surface in loading processes, so
the yield criterion is a loading function characterized
by current stress state. Therefore, safety evaluation
can be attained using hardening stress parameters at
the current and failure states.
In this work, tunnel safety is evaluated in two
di erent ways corresponding to instantaneous (during
excavation) and time-dependent (after excavation) behaviors, respectively. For excavation phase, hardening
parameter of R in constitutive model can be used. This
parameter de nes the mean radius of yield surface,
and its limit Rm designs the position of failure surface
(Figure 1). By using equations of yield and failure
surfaces, the values of R and Rm can be determined
by the expressions:

Figure 9. Calibarion curves of elastoplastic model

parameters: (a) Middle tunnels; and (b) east (west) part
of tunnel.

Table 5. Parameters of basic model.
Rc = 0:277
= 0:85
n = 0:5 A = 0:5 kPa
K0e = 350 MPa

1

I1c = 1235 kPa
= 1:0
G0 = 200 MPa Rm = 0:355
K0p = 600 MPa

4.5. Elastoplastic mechanism parameters

Elastoplastic parameters were rstly estimated based
on mechanical parameters presented in Table 1. Then,
using the same iterative process, these parameters were
justi ed by conformity on eld data in construction
phase (Figure 7). The tted curves of numerical and
measurement data are shown in Figure 9. The values
of parameters are listed in Table 5.

5. Safety evaluation of tunnel
In this section, with the obtained model parameters, a
set of numerical analyses were performed for evaluating
tunnel safety during and after construction.

5.1. Safety criteria de nition

Two typical criteria for safety evaluation exist in literature one of which uses stress parameters and the other

R=

SII h()
;
I 1 + I 1c

Rm =

SII Failure h()Failure
:
I1Failure + I1c

(24)
(25)

The safety parameter can be de ned now by:
Rm
:
(26)
R
The safety parameter mentioned above is not suitable for evaluating the tunnel safety during the time.
Because the hardening parameter, R, that has stress
nature may remain unchangeable in time. This is
the case of creep deformation which occurs under a
constant loading or unloading. For this reason, the
good parameter for evaluating the tunnel safety is
deformation. Although, the constitutive model cannot
describe the third phase of creep (creep rupture), the
capacity of model in generating secondary phase of
creep (deformation with constant velocity) allows us
to de ne a certain level of shear deformation ( lim )
corresponding to failure of material. De nition of shear
strain in plane strain state is given as:
F1 =


1
("xx "yy )2 + 4"2xy 1=2 :
(27)
2
This limit shear deformation can be approximately
estimated from experimental test result. In the case

=
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of classical triaxial test, shear strain is de ned as
= 12 ("1 "3 ). In this study, using results of drained
triaxial test simulation, axial and volumetric strain
corresponding to limit state were -0.9% and -0.3%,
respectively. By application of relation "v = "1 + 2"3 ,
limit shear strain will be equal to 0.6%. Therefore, the
comparison of actual shear strain during the time with
the limit shear strain presents level of safety existing
in each point of tunnel media. The safety factor in this
case can be de ned by:
F2 = lim :

(28)

6. Results of analyses
The numerical analysis of the Towheed tunnel are
executed for three di erent stages (stage E related
to three trial galleries excavation, stage G relevant to
completion of top heading of tunnel and J is pertinent
to end of tunnel excavation) according to Figure 5.
Results of tunnel analyses and distribution of zones and
time-dependent safety factor (F1 ) contours are shown
in Figure 10(a), (b) and (c), respectively. The reader
should note the di erence in the extent of these zones
and the magnitude of the generated displacements in
each stage. Stage E is compared with two other stages
G and J, and safety numbers have been drastically
increased by increasing values of F1 . A comparison
of stages G and J reveals that stage G has a safer
behavior related to larger values of F1 . As shown in
this gure, safety number is reduced with increase of
tunnel opening region. Crown in stages of G and J
is safer comparing to other parts of tunnel face, such
as tunnel walls and invert. However, according to the
results of analyses, in di erent stages, safety contours
develop all over the tunnel section, including the crown,
sidewalls and the invert. In addition, the calculated
safety numbers in invert are signi cantly less than other
parts of tunnel.
The distributions of shear strain in percent for
instantaneous cases (stages G and H) are plotted in
Figure 11. As can be seen from Figure 11(c), the
instantaneous safety factor in crown of tunnel has the
closest value (F2 = 1:5) to limit deformation. In this
case, it is essential to use in situ instruments, such as
tunnel convergence, and ground surface settlement to
control the serviceability of tunnel in this stage. It
should be noted that, the minimum values of F1 and
F2 are in a same situation (Figure 10(c)).
To take the e ect of time on tunnel safety,
distribution of F2 is calculated for 200 days after
tunnel excavation. The results of analyses are shown
in Figure 12. As can be seen from Figure 12(a), time
has a signi cant e ect on tunnel behavior. In each
stage, time parameter (200 days) induces to increase
shear strain about 1.25-folds in comparison with in-

Figure 10. Contours of F1 during excavation in di erent
stages: (a) Stage E; (b) stage G; and (c) stage J.

stantaneous values. These di erences in instantaneous
and time-dependent values mainly exist near the tunnel
excavation face and are decreased by being away from
regions near the tunnel. If stage G delaying about
200 days after top heading complete excavation is
considered, it will generate critical values of shear
strain in tunnels crown (Figure 12(b)). This means
that tunnel needs extra support system in this case.
However Towheed tunnel was excavated without any
important time delay.

7. Conclusions
The following conclusions can be drawn from this
study:
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Figure 11. Contours of F2 during excavation in di erent
stages: (a) Stage E; (b) stage G; and (c) stage J.
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1. To describe time-dependent behavior of geomaterials, it is necessary to implement the appropriate
constitutive models in the calculation codes. In
this regard, elastoplastic-viscoplastic constitutive
models are in priority.
2. As a result, the used constitutive model in this
study is characterized by the following features:
(1) Being capable of describing plastic state for
instantaneous loadings regardless of compression or
dilation and failure; (2) Being useful in generation
of the time-dependent deformations (primary and
secondary creeps, relaxation and rate e ects); (3)
The hardening parameter R provides a clear index
for describing material states (elastic, plastic or
failure). Comparison of R with its maximum value,
Rm de nes also a simple expression for safety factor.
3. The result of back analysis shows a good capacity
of constitutive model in reproduction of the shortterm and the long-term deformations of Towheed
tunnel in di erent excavation processes and various
soil and tunnel conditions. Capacity of constitutive
model in describing the secondary creep phase allowed us to study the evolution of deformation with
constant velocity during the time. In comparison
with limit deformation, the failure of material due
to creep can be estimated.
4. According to the obtained results, tunnel crown
has a lower safety than the other part of faces,
both in short and long term simulations. With this
study, we can globally conclude that construction
stages of Towheed tunnel have been done under
safe conditions. These safe conditions can be
generalized as a prediction also for life time of
tunnel.
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